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 IDEA-I is newly added part of the International 
Moderate Resolution Imaging 
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) Atmospheric 
Infrared Sounder (AIRS) Processing Package 
(IMAPP) and provides to the DB community a 
version of Infusing satellite Data into 
Environmental air quality Applications (IDEA). 

 It is globally configurable and freely available, 
using Terra or Aqua MODIS MOD04 Aerosol 
Optical Depth (AOD) retrievals to identify local 
regions of high aerosol loading from which 
trajectories are initialized. 

 A trajectory model provides a forecast of the 
horizontal and vertical movement of the 
aerosol-laden air parcels over the next 48 
hours. 

 The package includes netCDF output data files 
as well as hourly trajectory forecast images, 
which can be viewed from a web browser using 
PHP software (that is also included, credit to 
Bill Bellon). 
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http://airnow.gov 

Black = AIRNOW 
Red= Real-time Air Quality Modeling System (RAQMS) 

Ozone in “sensitive” range (85-105 ppbv) 
in NE corner of Wyoming (Thunder 
Basin).  Why? 

MOTIVATION 

June 6, 2012 



RAQMS 4km O3 (ppbv, upper left panel) map and 122oW 
cross section (ppbv, lower left panel) on 5 June 2012 at 
1800 UTC. The aircraft flight track is shown in black. Note 
the tropopause fold indicated by the tongue of high 
ozone extending from the lower stratosphere into the 
mid-troposphere. 

http://geo.arc.nasa.gov/ajax/ajax_index.html http://raqms.ssec.wisc.edu/ 

June 5 
(day before) 



Maps of 7-day averaged (June 05-June 
12, 2012) AIRS total column O3 (DU) 
with forward trajectory history (white) 
and destination (white with blue edges) 
at 00Z 06/08 for Stratospheric Intrusion 
encounter on AJAX Flight 47. 



AIRS trajectory forecast showing descent into WY 

http://sunset.ssec.wisc.edu/idea-test2 Plan A: 

Plan B: 

Starting June 4 
(two days before) 

http://sunset.ssec.wisc.edu/idea-test2


Last frame of web animation @ 2012-06-07 00Z 

Initialization points 

Each “worm” is 6 hours 
of air parcel history 

500 hPa GFS winds 

AIRS trajectory forecast 
showing descent into WY 

Starting June 4 
(two days before) 



CrIS   2150Z 

June 4 (two days before) 

AIRS    2100Z IASI    1840Z 



Basis for initialization point selection criteria 

Plevs threshold:                >500mb 
O3VMR threshold:           >0.10 (100ppbv) 
Dewpnt-Tair threshold:   <-15K 

14 May, 2012 

Upper left quadrant is stratospheric air; 
dry air with high ozone  



Where GFS files are on local disk and where to 
fetch them from (if not there) 

Where CrIS files are on local disk and where to 
fetch them from (if not there) 

Supplied executables (but  you can point to your own, even 
recompile 3D trajectory model since source is supplied) 

We don’t supply these, but we do give 
instructions on how to get them 

Example configuration file for IDEA-I-CrISozone 

Main user controls on how ozone an dew point depression 
data are used to select trajectory initialization points  

Location of domain and whether in this domain the data 
is all after noon and ascending or descending node 

Where to put the output files and 
the temporary directory name 



$ ./IDEA-I-AIRSozone.pl -GFX -f=USA_Day_AIRSozone.cfg -d=TODAY 

-v 
 run in verbose mode 
 [default is quiet] 
 
 -G 
 update GFS data from remote FTP site 
 [default is don't update them] 
 
 -F  
 update AIRS data from remote FTP site 
 [default is don't update them] 
 
 -X 
 execute trajectory model 
 [default is don't execute it] 
 
 -d date 
 A date like any of: YYYYMMDD YYYYddd YYYY-MM-DD YYYY-ddd YESTERDAY TODAY 
 where... 
 YYYY is four digit year 
 MM is 2 digit month, but can be 1 digit in the hyphenated form 
 DD is 2 digit day, but can be 1 digit in the hyphenated form 
 ddd is 3 digit day of year, but can be 1 or 2 digits in hyphenated form 
 [default is TODAY] 
 
 -f config_file 
 read configuration information from config_file 
 (if no path prefix to config_file, look here: /home/jimd/svn/dbidea/config/) 
 [no default] 

 -n 
 do-nothing (rehearsal) mode; just check that it WILL run 
 (this does mean - possibly - creating some directories) 
 [default is run script normally] 
 
 -R 
 reprocess with trajectory model even if results exist 
 [default is don't reprocess; -R implies & forces -X] 
 
 -P 
 purge aged files only and quit 
 [default is purge at end of processing; -P ignores all except -v & -n] 



Gridded data netCDF file includes retrieval product swaths (here IASI) and GFS data fields 

516 hPa ozone (ppmv) 



516 hPa ozone (ppmv) aggregated to 3 x 3 

O3VMR (ppmv) DPD (K) IASI 

Initialization points from application of thresholds to aggregates 

✕ 



Some product parameters 



Works everywhere (but projection not good for polar regions) 

Domain spans UTC 
yesterday/today 

Domain spans 12Z 

Domain spans dateline 



Updated browser software (tabs, zoom, pan) 
http://cimss.ssec.wisc.edu/imapp-jsani-test/idea-i/aqua/test.html 

Optionally, you can use additional sub-folders 
to organize the date folders under the top level 
folder specified by "dataDir".  Example: 
 
products 
        satellite_1 
                region_1 
                        20120105 
                                images ... 
                        20120107 
                                images ... 
                region_2 
                        20120105 
                                images ... 
                        20120107 
                                images ...                                       
        satellite_2 
                and so on … 

http://cimss.ssec.wisc.edu/imapp-jsani-test/idea-i/aqua/test.html
http://cimss.ssec.wisc.edu/imapp-jsani-test/idea-i/aqua/test.html
http://cimss.ssec.wisc.edu/imapp-jsani-test/idea-i/aqua/test.html
http://cimss.ssec.wisc.edu/imapp-jsani-test/idea-i/aqua/test.html
http://cimss.ssec.wisc.edu/imapp-jsani-test/idea-i/aqua/test.html
http://cimss.ssec.wisc.edu/imapp-jsani-test/idea-i/aqua/test.html
http://cimss.ssec.wisc.edu/imapp-jsani-test/idea-i/aqua/test.html


Could also include night as well as day – i.e. 6 looks per 24 hours! 

$ tree -d products 
products 
|-- AIRS 
|   |-- 20120604 
|   |-- 20120605 
|   |-- 20120606 
|   `-- 20120607 
|-- CrIS 
|   |-- 20120514 
|   |-- 20120604 
|   |-- 20120605 
|   |-- 20120606 
|   `-- 20120607 
`-- IASI 
    |-- 20120604 
    |-- 20120605 
    |-- 20120606 
    `-- 20120607 



Final Comments 
 Leveraged the development of IDEA-I for high aerosol event forward trajectories to 

apply to stratospheric inclusions (SI) of high ozone concentrations. 

 Ozone profile retrievals are/will be part of IMAPP/CSPP 

 Updated web software for multi-tab display (which means one could configure for 

night/day, or by sensor, or by product, …) 

 Reduced the memory footprint (for this application it climbed to 1.5Gb+ but code 

refactor got us to ~850 Mb) 

 For next release (summer 2013): Some validation, check global coverage still 

works, sensor and product in netCDF filenames,  add VIIRS EDR aerosol product, 

add selection criteria rules and image resolution options. 

 Onwards?  High CO trajectories to identify inter-continental transport and 

wildfires, FHS initialization (maybe by next release). 
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